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Document Management Features
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Document Preview
Docsvault’s built in Preview feature can instantly display contents of
all common file formats without the need to install their native
applications. Even with corresponding applications installed, the ability
to breeze through the contents of files right inside Docsvault saves
you a lot of time and effort. Moreover the Preview allows for zoom,
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 Navigation is effortless as you can see full size previews of
all common file types right within the software
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 It is more than just a document viewer - you can perform
many format specific activities including saving any file
format as a PDF
 Better control as this feature is accessible only to users who
have preview rights
 Even handles engineering drawings & medical DICOM
images – no more buying expensive software just to view files
 The Web Client allows to preview many popular formats on a
double click without the need to first download the files.
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Feature: Document Preview

What it means for you?
Document Previewer is a very important feature because it literally
adds meaning to the new-age document management software that
allows you to view your content without limitations of installing native
software for different file formats. Now you are not restricted because
you don’t have too many applications on your desktop or laptop. You
can view over 100 file formats for documents, emails, images etc.
without having to leave Docsvault.

Document Preview

Fast facts




No external dependency – you do not need to install anything
to be able to view any of the supported formats
The Document Preview feature respects Docsvault securities
This feature is included in the Docsvault Enterprise Edition and
is not a separate add-on
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